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INTRODUCTION
UTOMATIC temperature control is desirable in every type of

building, because it not only promotes comfort and human
efficiency but also makes for more economy in heating. Auto-

matically controlled temperature has been in use for many years in

office buildings, theatres, schools, large public buildings, some facto-

ries and a few homes. With the advent of new heating, cooling, and

humidifying systems, automatic temperature control is becoming

more important and more widespread in its application every day.

Without doubt the future will see its almost universal use.

This publication describes a new development in temperature con-

trol equipment which possesses many advantages that make it desirable

for use in conjunction with present and future heating, ventilating,

and air conditioning equipment. The principal feature of Barber-

Colman control equipment is that electricity, which is daily becoming

a more universal and widespread carrier of power, is applied success-

fully to this work. Much ingenuity and special research has gone into

the development of the various elements of this system so that each

may perform its function accurately, quietly and dependably to the

complete satisfaction of the owner. All of the equipment has been

thoroughly tried out in commercial installations over a period of

several years so that it has a foundation of demonstrable performance.

This equipment has been developed by the engineering laboratories

of Barber-Colman Company and is manufactured completely in the

Barber-Colman Plant where skilled workmen having years of pre-

cision experience insure the proper fabrication of the parts. The sales

and service staff consists of capable men who have received a thorough

training at the plant in order to insure that they may givt the custom-

ers the best possible service.

Sufficient variety of equipment has been developed so that control

apparatus may be installed on almost any of the various types of heat-

ing, ventilating, and air conditioning systems. The Company is always

seeking new applications for the equipment and invites inquiries

concerning its use on any type of system whether mentioned in this

publication or not. All Barber-Colman temperature control equip-

ment is guaranteed for satisfactory operation. Competent engineering

counsel and a free yearly inspection service is available to all customers.
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How
ELECTRICITY

is use d for

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
N any temperature control system the

principal piece of equipment is a tempera-

ture-sensitive instrument called the ther-

mostat. This thermostat governs the open-

ing or closing of valves, the starting and

stopping of fans and the positioning of

the motor-operated equipment by manually

operated switches, Barber-Colman appara-

tus is adaptable to this type of control as

well as the automatic thermostatic control.

The shaft in the motor unit which moves
the plunger also carries a set of cams which

dampers, depending upon the type of heat- open and close various switches governing

ing system in conjunction with which it is

installed.

The Barber-Colman Electric System of

Temperature Control uses ^r/rir-motor-op-

erated valves and damper controllers gov-

erned by electrically connected thermostats.

The thermostat contains as its temperature-

sensitive element a bimetallic loop with an

the motor-operator and other equipment.

By means of one of them, for instance, the

running current is shunted away from the

thermostat immediately after the motor
starts and this one also breaks the running

current circuit at the proper time to stop

the motor-operator positively when it has

opened the valve or moved the damper to

extension tongue which is free to move the required position. An auxiliary pair

of cam-operated switches in the motor-between two fixed contact points. When
the thermostat calls for heat, the bimetallic

loop causes the tongue to make contact

with one point, thus closing a circuit to

the motor-operated valve or damper con-

troller. The motor in the damper controller

or valve, by means of reduction gears,

turns a shaft which operates the valve

operator can be used for governing other

electrically-operated equipment, such as a

motor-operated valve, or a relay to start

a fan motor.

Thus the essential equipment of the

Barber-Colman Electric System of Tempera-

ture Control is very simple. There is just

plunger or moves the damper, thus "turn- the thermostat, and a valve on the radiator

or a controller on the damper. The only

other equipment required is a transformer

ing on the heat/'

When the thermostat calls for 'less

heat," the expansion of the bimetallic loop and fuse block or circuit breaker to supply

moves the tongue against the other con-

tact, thus starting the motor again and

closing the valve or moving the damper to

deliver less heat. Thus the thermostat is complete, dependable and successful appli-

the required low-voltage alternating cur-

rent on which the equipment operates. The
Barber-Colman Electric System is the first

a constant automatic "temperature watch-

man's—turning on the heat when the room

cools off and shutting the heat off when

the room warms up.

In some heating, ventilating, or air-con-

ditioning systems it is desirable to govern be found in the following pages.

cation of electricity to the work of uniform

temperature control. A more detailed de-

scription of each piece of apparatus and

descriptions of temperature control systems

for various types of heating equipment will

7



F E A T U R E S

has certain outstanding features which contribute to its

These are summarized here and should be kept in mind when comparing the
The Barber-Colman system

superiority.

values of temperature control systems.

ALL-ELECTRIC

The entire system is operated by electricity

—a steady and dependable carrier of power.

LOW-VOLTAGE WIRING
This assures low cost and case of installa-

tion in new or existing buildings.

MOTOR-DRIVEN OPERATORS
An electric motor in each controller moves

valves or dampers by positive mechanical

means. Solid materials only—no gases or

liquids— are used throughout the system.

INDUCTION MOTORS
Quiet operation of motor-driven units is

assured. There are no brushes or commuta-

tors with their attendant troubles.

No radio interference is produced.

UNIT VALVE CONSTRUCTION
The motor unit can be separated from the

radiator valve bonnet and the valve op-

erated by an auxiliary hand wheel. Thus

the hearing system can be completed and

tested before installing motor operators.

MINIMUM AUXILIARIES
An all-electric s\stcm requires onh a few

small and inexpensive auxiliaries.

APPEARANCE
Neat and attractive appearance has been

stre ed in the design of all units. Thermo-

stats and valve operators occupv minimum
spa^e

ALL-METAL THERMOSTATIC
ELEMENTS

A bimetallic type y^\ thermostat is used in

which all parts are made of materials which

will not deteriorate with time.

SPRING-LOADED VALVES
Valve disks are held against seats by spring

pressure applied in the last part of the

closing stroke. See description of valves,

page 29. This insures uniform pressure and

prevents undesirable wire-drawing action.

ADAPTABILITY
Equipment can be provided for all of the

numerous types and varieties of heating,

ventilating, and air conditioning systems

within the pressure capacity of the

equipment.

LOWER FIRST COST
Lower apparatus and installation prices

prevail than for any equivalent system

which will accomplish similar results.

LOW OPERATING COST
Power is used only as required for doing

work, and the electrical auxiliaries have a

low consumption rate, thus insuring mini-

mum operation cost.

LOW MAINTENANCE COST
Very little maintenance is required on the

equipment. It will perform dependably

from day to day and season to season

without attention.

FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS
There is nothing but low-voltage electric

wiring to install in order to connect the

parts of the equipment, this can be done

almost as neatly and easilv in most existing

buildings as in one under construction.
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DIRECT RADIATION
Motor-Operated
Valves

Action of Thermostats

Grouped Radiation

Control

Automatic Burner
Control

Rein to Burner

For Apartments

N a direct radiation sys-

tem, where the radiators

are set openly in a room

or concealed by decorative

covers or grill-work, the

Barber-Colman controls will

include a motor-operated

valve on each radiator and a

thermostat on the wall in

each room. The thermostat

will govern the action of all

the valves in the room in

which it is located, opening

them when heat is called for

and closing them when the

thermostat is satisfied. In

this way the radiator valves

will be opened when the

temperature of the air near

the thermostat drops slight-

ly below the set point and

will be closed when the

temperature rises. For a large room it is sometimes advisable to have

several thermostats, each controlling a group of radiators, in order

to keep a uniform temperature, throughout the room.

For buildings which have an automatic control for the primary

heat source, an especially advantageous arrangement can be made

which is extremely economical and will give closely controlled

temperature in all the rooms. Motor-operated valves are installed

on all radiators in each room and the last valve of the series has its

auxiliary contacts connected to a relay in such a manner that when

any valve or any number of valves are opened the burner starts. The

burner stops when all valves in the building have been closed. This

insures a supply of heat whenever and wherever it is called for by

the thermostats and will give considerably better regulated tempera-

ture throughout than the common arrangement whereby the burner

is controlled solely by one centrally located thermostat. This is an

excellent type of installation for most apartments and large homes.

Direct Radiation with Valve and Thermostat
in Physio-Therapy Treatment Room

10



SYSTEM o J TEMP R A T U R E CONTROL

Heat Sourcesjor
Relay Control

A variation of this arrangement is to select certain valves in the Partial Relay Control

building and connect them up with the relay control so that only

these "key" valves control the operation of the automatic burner.

This is somewhat less expensive than a relay control from each room
but does not offer as close control throughout the building. The
Barber-Colman relay system replaces the single thermostat and retains

the safety controls.

Gas burners, oil burners, automatic stokers, furnace damper regu-

lators, and valves on steam mains from central heating plants can be

controlled by the same kind of installation.

The Barber-Colman Electric System of Temperature Control has a For Apartments

number of advantages for apartment buildings, and there are several

ways of installing the system. The most complete system includes a

valve on each radiator in the apartment and a thermostat in each

room controlling the valves in that room. If the apartment is fairly

compact, and the radiation well balanced, one thermostat may be

placed in a central location in each apartment to control all the valves Suite Control

on the radiators in the various rooms in that apartment, or one valve

on the steam supply for the suite.

Another method uses a line valve on each riser and a thermostat on Riser or Zone Control

one of the floors within the area served by that riser to control this

valve. Still another variation is to locate line valves and thermostats

at strategic points throughout the building to give a type of zone

control.

Individual Room
Control

Relay Control in

Apartments

Zone Control of

Buildings

In all cases the relay arrangement described above for an automatic

burner may be used if such a burner is installed in the heating system.

The cost of these various types of installation varies, of course, dir-

ectly with the amount of equipment installed, so that the first of Cost vs. Control

those described would be the most expensive but, at the same time,

would give the most uniform control.

Some buildings have an arrangement called "zone control." A
motor-operated line valve is installed on the main supplying a riser

or several risers, which carry steam to a vertical section of the build-

ing, this valve being controlled by a thermostat strategically placed

in one of the rooms whose radiation is served by that riser. Other

combinations of valves, relays, thermostats, etc., may be devised to

take care of such conditions as exist. A system of zone control will

give only a fairly uniform temperature throughout the building and is

justified only by its lower cost. Full individual room control is,

without doubt, the most satisfactory.

a



u
Unit Heater Defined

N I T H E A T E R S

25V. POWER
SUPPLY

J

l

1—i L

. •
•

Locution of Thermostat

Valve and Fan Control

Thermostat in Return

Line to Prevent Cold

Blast

Intake Damp Control

Fan Control On I)

i

TO ROOM
THERMOSTAT

POWER SUPPLY

FOR FAN

Unit Heater generally con-

sists of a steam heating ele-

ment with a fan to force air

STEAM SUPPLY

past the heating unit, vanes to

ditect the flow of the discharge, and

occasionally a damper to control

the intake when outside air is being

used. The Barber-Colman system of

temperature control may be in-

stalled as follows:

A room thermostat is placed in a

suitable location and set to main-

steam bctubn ta jn the desited toom temperature.

This thermostat will govetn the

admiss.on of steam to the heating coil by actuating a ™™-°P™tei

valve, and through an auxiliary switch wil statt djeto when *e

valve is opened and stop it when the valve closes. This combination

com ol of h valve and the fan is desirable as the life of fan motors

on hese units may be considerably shortened if steam is not turned

off at the same time as the fan. A surface or tmmers.on thermostat

mav be placed in the return line from the unit heater and wired and

"
'so ithe fan will not start unless the steam~>££~

This obviates the possibility of a cold blast of air should the steam

happen to be turned off the heater when the valve opens.

When the unit heater is connected to a duct trough which outside

air is drawn it is advisable in severe climates to install a
_

p<*itive

motor-operated damper controller on a damper at ^e mtake of th

duct. This may be operated by a relay switch so chat the damper

will be closed when the fan is stopped and the steam shut off. Such an

arrangement prevents cold air blowing in through an open duct.

Another arrangement can be used where it is desired to control

only the fan on the unit heater without controlling the steam supply

to the coil. In this arrangement the thermostat, instead o being

wired to the valve, .s connected to a relay box which will stop or

start the fan motor as less or more heat is called for Thus when the

an is running, warmed air will be circulated ;
while the fan is stopped

the coils of the unit heater will be hot, but the warmed air will be

given no forced circulation.

<
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SYSTEM o J T MPERATURE CONTROL

UNIT VENTILATORS

reoM boom
THtBMOSTAT

HE unit ventilator is a device designed to accomplish both heating Definition and Opera-

and ventilation and is generally of a form similar to that shown """ * Unh '«»"''"""

in the illustration. The amount of air to be passed over the heat-

ing clement and the amount to be by-passed directly into the room

is determined by the position of the mixing damper shown above the

heating element in the illustration. A Barber-Colman system for

controlling such a unit ventilator is installed in the following manner:

A room thermostat is placed on the wall opposite the unit ventilator Location of Thermostat

and this thermostat controls a motor-operated reversing damper

controller which moves the mixing damper very slowly back and

forth, depending upon whether the thermostat is calling for more

heat or less heat. When the air near the thermostat has reached the

exact temperature at which the thermostat is set, the mixing damper

will remain stationary in whatever position it happens to be at the

Floating Damper
Actio >i

turn

When it is desirable to control the steam supply valve on the heat- Steam I aive Control

ing clement of the unit ventilator, as well as the mixing damper, the

control of this valve is arranged in such a manner that it is open only

v\ hen the mixing damper is open. In other words, when the mixing

damper reaches the position where all of the air is by-passed around

the heating element, the steam valve closes. Additional Direct

Ordinarily one or two direct radiators are installed to assist the Radiation

13



Intake Damper

Manual Switch Control

Fresh Air Damper

Unit Control System

Control of Double Heat

ing Element Type

Heating Element

Valves

Second Heating

Element

the ventilator by means of motor-operated radiator valves whicn are

the ventilator,,oy
maximum heating capacity of the

ZZtZ^t indent to meet the demands of the thermostat.

All unit ventilators are provided with fresh air dampers or combi-

nauonTe hi" and recreating damper. With the fetter as shown

•n the illustration, the fan may draw air from the ontside or^recircu

ate the air in the toom. This damper may be equipped with a motor
late mean „,„n„ actuated bv a manual switch located
operated damper con roller £££j* Schoo , buildings this

at any convenient point in the building.
Unkor's

switch for switches) may be located on a panel board in the |anitor

room along with a switch controlling the unit ventilator fan motors

and can govern the dampers for a whole group of un.t venulators if

desired.
m

, , .

If the unit ventilator is not of the recirculating type, the fresh air

damper should open when the fan motor is started and close when

the fan motor is stopped. This can be readily accomplished with the

Barber-Colman controls by w.ring the fresh ait damper controller to

fh fan motor switch, through a relay, so that one switch governs

bo h the fan and the fresh ait damper. This arrangement eliminates

the possibility of neglecting to close the fresh «'^^£
unit ventilator is not in use, and insures opening of the damper when

the fan starts.
.

By using the power supply available in the unit ventilator as a

source o power for the Barber-Colman system, the control equipmen

n any one room may be independent of the equipment in any other

room this will effect a minimum in installation costs, and a maximum

in simplicitv of installation and flexibility of operation.

The Barber-Colman system is also applicable to the type of unit

ventilator having a double heating element but no mixing
,

dampen

Equipment for controlling such a unit vent.lator u installed in the

following manner:

The two heating elements in the unit ventilator are provided with

motor-operated reversing valves controlled by a thermostat. A call

for heathy the thermostat will cause one of the two ">°<or-operawd

valves to openM and continue to open until the demands of he

thermostat are satisfied. If the thermostat is sansfied before this valve

reaches the wide open position, the valve will remain stationary in

I

/,14



Pilotstat for Minimum
Temperature

whatever position it happens to be at the time. Only when the one

heating element is insufficient to meet the demands of the thermostat

will the second motor-operated valve allow steam to enter the second

heating element, and then only in such amounts as are necessary to

maintain the desired temperature in the room.

In addition, a pilotstat (this being essentially a low-limit governing

thermostat) may be installed inside the case of the unit ventilator in

such a manner as to govern the minimum temperature of the air being

forced into the room, insuring that cold drafts will not be caused

when the room thermostat is satisfied.

The control of the fresh air damper, or combination fresh air and

recirculating damper, as well as the control of auxiliary direct radia-

tion, is accomplished in the same manner as outlined for the mixing

damper type of unit ventilator.

There are many other types of unit ventilators, having combinations Other Types

of heating elements, dampers, valves, etc., which do not function

exactly as the ones mentioned above, though their purpose—that of

room heating and ventilation—is the same. Barber-Colman equip-

ment can be supplied to govern all types of unit ventilators and in-

quiries are invited concerning any such special applications.

Fresh Air or Recircu-

lating Damper Control

I5-T- 5T-3E" l5r-5T-32 UNIT
VENTILATOR

UNIT
VENTILATOR.

VALVE OPERATOR H FEt/H AIR DAMPER CONTROLLER MIXING DAMPER CONTEOLLtE T THERMOSTAT
H £5 VOUT OUTLE-T H TEAN/fOEMEE ++IIO OR Z ZO VOLT OUTLET — HALE INCH CONDUIT

Unit Ventilators in a Modern School.

Reproduction of part of an architect's drawing, showing conduit layout for

Barber-Colman equipment

15



DIRECT-INDIRECT
C t SPLIT

RADIATIONSYSTEM t »

Split System

I final

23 V. POWER SUPPLY WIRE

- - THPEE-C0NOUCT0R THERMOSTAT WIRE

W MOTOR-OPERATED STEAM LINE VALVE

Q INSERTION OR OUCT THERMOSTAT

MOTOR-OPERATED DAMPER CONTROLLER

£3 "-
1 15 v 6Q~AC

Treatm t ii for

I ation

11lust So. 1

I //. ig Coil

•pr*
-

I

TZZ-Zm—
— -n?

-

DUCT TO ROOM TO

BE VENTILATED

T
^_.^i^ - -^^—^^^

CONNECTED THROUGH RELAY

TO FAN MOTOR SWITCH

Illustration No. 1

M a bu.lding equipped with this type of system, air at a constat!

temperature of about 70° F. .s supplied for ventilation purposes

only; the heating requirements of the building being met by

direct radiation. Each room is provided with radiators placed along

the walls, preferably under windows; inlets for the warm vent.lat.ng

al r and outlets, near the floor, for outgoing a!t.

Typical arrangements for the ventilating part of such a system are

shown i„ the accompanying illustration,. While only two of many

possible methods are represented here, thee will serve to ,
lustra

In a general way the application of Barber-Colman controls to all

arrangements of Split Systems.

In illustration No. 1, air ,s drawn in by a fan, heated, and thendw

tributed to the various rooms through a system of ducts. The Barber-

Colman method of controll.ng this system is as follows:

(A)

(B)
(A)

(B)
(C)

near the discharge end of the fan, controls a reversing damper con-

J6



(D)
(E)

By-Pass Damper and
Additional Coils

CO
damper controller. The desired final temperarure at the discharge

end of the fan is maintained in the following manner:

(B)
(C)

Operation of Coil and
Damper Control-

damper to close relatively fast. When the by-pass damper reaches the

closed position, valve (E), on the second heating coil, will begin to

open slowly and continue to open as long as the by-pass damper

(C) As

(C)

/ ib . \ir I lampt

Control

will begin to open, and simultaneously the valve operator on the Second Heating <-»H

second mil will stop and remain in a throttled position, unless the

by-pass damper becomes wide open or closed again, whereupon the

valve on the second coil will immediately begin to mo\ dawh The

valve on the third coil will begin to open slowly only when the demand

for heat by thermostat (C) is sufficient CO keep the by-pass damper

closed Long enough to enable the valve on the second coil to become \ hird Heating Coil

wide open.

The fresh air damper is actuated by a motor-operated damper con-

troller (F), controlled by the fan motor starting switch, through a

relay, in a manner such that when the fan is started the fresh air

damper opens, and when the fan is stopped the fresh air damper closes.

Damper controllers may be mounted inside the duct and connected

to the damper through a linkage, as shown by the illustration, or,

it convenient, they may be mounted outside the duct and directly

connected to the damper shaft.

Illustration No. 2 shows another arrangement for a Split System Illustration So.

in which an nr washer is incorporated. The application of the Barbcr-

Colman Electric System to this arrangement is as follows:

(C) First Heating Coil

(D) (Note that no

by-pass damper is shown under the primary heating coils. It is un-

desirable because of stratification). One or more additional insertion

thermostats (A) will, by controlling motor-operated valves (B), cut

in more heating surface as required by the temperature of the outside Secondand Third Coih

.nr. E)

(F)

17
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— 25V. POWER SUPPLY WIPE

THREE- CONDUCTOR THERMOSTAT WIRE

Q MOTOR -OPERATED STEAM LINE VALVE

Q INSERTION OR DUCT THERMOSTAT

MOTOR-OPERATED DAMPER CONTROLLER
j

{^J —

-

'&/W/////S*

1 SPACE FOR
1 AIR WASHER

i ©
®

V>»»»»/M

By-Pass Damper and
Reheating Coil

I \ctuai J /row

/), i
fa I ontrolh

i and \ \

Dampi I

Hi - ^ .

CONNECTED THROUGH RELAY

TO FAN MOTOR SWITCH

Illustration No. 2

(H)

(G)

reheating coil, to maintain the desired final temperature.
n ... _/ /., ,trJ remain J

Motor-

(G)operatea va.ve w ,
operates M. «>» remain stationary

(ft mav be widc^n. completely closed, or in a throttled position)

as lone as the by-pass damper, which operates relative y fast, floats

Helen its wid/open and completely Cosed positions. In Other

words the by-pass damper controller acts as a limit switch which,

when 'the by-pass damper reaches its maximum cooling position, cuts

off the steam supply to the reheating coil, ,.Wr, and when the by-pa*

damper reaches its maximum heating position, opens the steam valve

to the reheating coil, slowly

The fresh air damper is actuated by a motor-operated damper con-

troller 00 controlled by the fan motor starting switch through _a

rela, in a manner such that when the fan IS Started the fresh air

i mrtr opens, and when the fan is .topped the fresh a,r damper

closes Exhaust dampers mat be controlled in a similar manner.

In both illustrations of Split System, herein described the heating

of the rooms t, taken care of by direct radiators, controlled b room

thermostats and motor-operated valves as described under Direct

Radiation.

18



INDIRECT RADIATION
4 i PLENUM SYSTEM * *

25 V. POWER SUPPLY WIRE

THREE-CONDUCTOR THERMOSTAT WIRE

[J
MOTOR-OPERATED STEAM LINE VALVE

Q INSERTION OR DUCT THERMOSTAT

MOTOR-OPERATED DAMPER CONTROLLER

1
15 v 60~AC NUMBER OFMIXING

OAMPERS AND RE-

VERSING CONTROLLERS

DEPENDS ON SYSTEM

Yj

I

<*

L~

M

i !

r-7ZJT777777777 //A
' ;^ < { f 1 1 < < f t

m

il a
i

o a

®
FROM ROOM

THERMOSTAT

—->— 1 /
"

/ • j ' - -—
.

<
-

. i
t

[

, , n J7>>V>\ &T7rA \T7T7tt>»
L_

CONNECTED THROUGH RELAY

TO FAN MOTOR SWITCH
7

7,

7zmzzzZLZzm\

HERE are so many different forms and modifications of indirect Adaptability of

radiation systems that it is impractical to discuss all of them Controls

here, but it will be shown that a Barber-Colman temperature

control system can be supplied to govern practically any arrangement.

Perhaps by considering one containing the typical units a good idea

may be obtained of the various controls that are necessary. The

system will vary according to the requirements and conditions of the

building.

Indirect radiation consists, in general, of steam coils which are

usually some distance from the rooms to be heated. Air is drawn or

blown over the surface of these coils, heated, carried through ducts to

the various rooms, and there discharged.

A common type of full blast heating system is shown in the accom- a Full Blast System

panying diagram in which the air, drawn in by a fan, is first tempered,

then washed, then reheated. After passing the fan the warmed air

is divided between two chambers, in one of which it is again reheated.

Each room duct receives air as required from both of these chambers, Explanation of

the amount from each being controlled by mixing dampers. An Illustration

Definition of Indirect

Radiation

19



Arrangement of Bar-

ber-Colman Controlsfor

Full Blast System

Tempering Coils

Reheater

Mixing Dampers

Intake and Exhaust

Damper Controller

arrangement of Barber-Colman apparatus to give satisfactory control

on such a system would be as follows:

(Q controls a motor-operated valve (D)

>te that no by-pass damper

tification.) One or more

LI, by controlling motor-

(N

is used.
(A)

(B)operated valves w, ^^ ~~- c,

tempering,
temperature of the outside air. The air arter p /

rnnrrol<y .
, __..u„ 4 „„ rh,r nsemon thermostat (fr; controls

(G)

Z^^?fr~~>?=Z2ii2X:2.
CD

desired amount for the high temperature chamber. These coils are

00
controlled Dy a siugic """'— - - , , -i

temperature chamber. Some designers prefer not to control these coils

and it is not essential because the air temperature ,ust ahead of them

is heid constant by means of the preceding conttols and the amount of

heat to be added is therefore quite definite.

In order to obtain the proper temperature of air in the ducts, there
in ulucl w. r

_

r _^,^n; n a a motnr-oDerated
CM)

(P)

damper at the beginning of the room duct.

The fresh air damper ,s actuated by a motor-operated **£*"*
troller (R) controlled by the fan motor starting switch

i

through

^
telav in a manner such that when the fan is started the fresh a r

damper opens, and when the fan is stopped the fresh air damper closes.

Exhaust dampers may be controlled in a similar manner.

With this arrangement of control apparatus, the temperature of the

a,r at all points in the system is uniformly and automatically maim

tamed It will be noted that Barber-Colman equipment is made in

such units that it may be applied to any variation or subdivision of a

full blast system.
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WARM A I R
C t BLAST F U N A C E

SYSTEM » »

N many heating system installations utilizing the full blast prin-

ciple, a warm air furnace is used, the construction of which is

similar to that shown in the accompanying illustration. Th

purpose of such a heating system is to supply warmed air to each of

the rooms in a building in a sufficient quantity and at such a tempera-

ture to keep the rooms warm. The warm air is the only source of

heat, there being no auxiliary radiation of any kind. This means

that the air put into the room must vary in temperature depending

upon outside conditions.

As indicated in the illustration of the furnace

below, the position of the mixing damper

which governs the proportion of outside and

heated air passing into the tempered air chamber

is controlled by an insertion thermostat in this

chamber. In this way the temperature of the

tempered air chamber is kept uniform,

mixing damper at the beginning of each duct

Purpose of

System

A rrangement of

Dampersfor Contrail

ing Circulation of

Air in Furnace

FROM ROOM
THERMOSTAT

Vif—HL^J

I""

i • i

! !!
I

I

WARM AIR DUCT
I i I

TO BOOM

i rr

IB

n 5 v eo^A.c.

rrT-T* "

'

i

SMOKE CHAMBER

FIRE BOX

r. r-V-'v ---'^-
I
jAv^-'.Vj'.-.w.-::^.-^..^^^ -

;-v^v.--.^:-/.-.-.-.v -.'-:.:/. :;•-*.! ".;--.:•*'.'% '•^
25V. POWER SUPPLY WIRE THREE CONDUCTOR THERMOSTAT WIRE

Bf MOTOR OPERATED DAMPER CONTROLLER @ FIVE POSITION SWITCH
Q INSERTION OR DUCT THERMOSTAT

Q TWO POSITION SWITCH
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Control oj Air

to Room

Manual Control

of Intake Air

lutomatii (.out* "I

f Intaki lii

i u^r air from the firebox chamber and how

reduce to give the ptoper temperature of a« as required by the

thermostat in'the individual room which that duct serves.

The actual temperature of the air forced into a room is controlled

J^room thermostat connected to^^iST^S
controller on the mixing damper which is -stalled at the point

where the warm air duct for that room leaves the furnace.

In order to control the mixture of fresh and recirculated air a manu-

al v operated 5-posit.on switch is mounted at or near the furnace.

T s wnch governs a positioning damper controller which controls

2 osiuons'of the fresh air and recirculanng dampers, the conne -

ioTbeing made so that when one of these is wide open the ochc, .

nLlv closed. This switch is set, by the engineer ,n charge to

"'-per position determined bv weather and occupancy conditio, ,

Tl e an in, men, perm.es of five different mixtures of fresh and rccir-

cullted 2 A two-position switch, as shown, is used to open or

close the exhaust damper.

(

) is to place an insertion (duct;

„, he lan du nber. Tins thermostat is set to 40° F. and » connected

reversing damper controllers on i Ik fresh-air-and-recirculating

ampcrs and the exhaust damper on the roof.

XX Ufa outside a,r temperature above 40° P., the recirculating damper

i, closed, the fresh an and exhaust dampers are open, and jhcqMcn

is us, .11 fresh air xx ben the outside »u drops below 40 .

h

them u astua.es the damper controllers, .be recirculating damper

.tarts to op I Slowl, and the fresh air and exhaust dampers are do* d

pcoportio .tele Th .1 sours,, send, gradually wanner air into

,h£ fan chamber When the temperature of the air going through

,, rehl isentothei dot at which the thermostat is set t h ,id a ..
.

pel

, .„„ Hers are reversed bv .he thermostat and the op| M O <h<

above action takes place In this way a graduated con.ro of the

intake a.r mav be obtained which will automatically mcc. changi,

outsid< temperature conditions

This whole arrangement b nearly comparable 10 that of a full

blast sv. m. where .... COiU are used as a pr.man mr. of heat

inst . iJ of a firebox
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ROOM THERMOSTATS
to be mounted on any type of wall or col-

umn and acts as insulation against heat and

electricity. No extra mounting block of

insulating material is required.

An accurate thermometer is mounted on

the cover of each thermostat and the scale

of the thermostat is calibrated to agree

with the scale of the thermometer. Room

thermostats have a standard range of from

60° F. to 80° F., and can be made for other

ranges when required for special types of

installations.

These thermostats are sufficiently sensi-

tive to actuate the controlled mechanism

on a total temperature variation of less

than 2° F. at the thermostat. A pointer on

the scale at the bottom of the

cover may be set for the de-

sired temperature. The ther-

mostat will then cause the

Standard Room Thermostat.

Cover Broken Away to Show Contact Points

and Bimetallic Loop

ARBER-COLMAN Room Thermostats

arc of the three wire, low voltage,

open contact type. The working parts

(

)

temperature at the thermostat

drops 1° F. below the point at

which it is set and will close

the valve when the tempera-

ture at the thermostat rises 1°

F. above the set point.

The sensitive element of the

thermostat is a bimetallic

Room
Thermostat.

No Thermom-
eter, Internal
Adjustment,
Special Cover

Screws

arc housed in a moulded case of attractive loop which has one end ad-

design, the contact points being enclosed in

a dust-tit;ht compartment. The base of the

justably mounted and the other end fast-

ened to a tongue, the end of which is frcc

instrument, to which the metal parts are between two fixed contact points. Changes

fastened, is also moulded phenolic resin. in temperature cause the loop to expand or

This construction permits the thermostats contract and the tongue is moved until it
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makes contact with one or the other of the against one contact point until it is ready

points. Making contact with the right- to snap over against the other one. De-

hand point completes a circuit to open the tents may be included in any of the various

valve; contact with the left-hand point will types of thermostats when required.

close the valve. When the pointer of the

thermostat is shifted, it moves the adjust-

able end of the bimetallic loop so that the

arc of action of the tongue is transferred to

a higher or lower temperature range. Thus

the mechanism of this temperature govern-

ing instrument is extremely simple and

effective.

When it is desirable to limit

the range within which the

adjusting lever, or setting

point, of the thermostat may
be moved, stops may be set

within the case of the instru-

ment. They can be set as de-

sired and are completely effec-

There are some variations of the Stand- tive. Conditions requiring this

ard Room Thermostat, any of which can be treatment are found where per-

supplied to meet certain special conditions. sons having access to the ther-

For instance, in a schoolroom, it may be mostat do not understand its

desirable to have the thermostat arranged functions sufficiently and are

so that the existing temperature can be liable to move the adjusting

read but no change made in

the setting of the thermostat.

In other locations, it is unnec-

essary to have either a ther-

mometer or an external adjust-

ment. For these purposes,

thermostats with a thermom-

eter on the cover and the set-

ting lever and scale concealed

within the case, or with no

thermometer and the internal

adjustment, may be supplied.

Room
Thermostat.

With
Thermometer,

Internal
Adjustment,
Special Cover

Screws

In addition, special cover

screws can be used which re-

quire a special key for removal.

The Detent type is another variation of

the standard room thermostat and is in-

tended for use where vibration is serious.

Two small magnets are mounted inside the

case, one on each side of the tongue. The

effect is to hold the tongue positively

Room
Thermostat.

With
Thermometer,

External
Adjustment,
Special Cover

lever from one end of the scale
crews

to the other indiscriminately, a practice

which is not necessary and very undesirable.

Another special variation of the Room
Thermostat is made for use in rooms where

it may be desired to turn off the source of

heat completely for a time. For instance,

in a bedroom it is often desirable to shut

off the radiators completely during the

night. This special thermostat is made so

that when the adjusting lever is pushed to

the left as far as it will go, the tongue is

pushed against the "blue" contact (which

denotes "sufficient heat") and held there

firmly without allowing the contraction of

the bimetallic loop to pull it away. In this

way the valves are kept closed as long as

desired. A similar arrangement the other

way—one that will keep the valves open

all the time—can also be made when

necessary.
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TWO-TEMPERATURE
THERMOSTATS

of the room at any time. This is conveni-

ent if a room is to be occupied during the

evening when the rest of the building has

N many buildings it is desirable to hold been put on night temperature.

The scale on the thermostat unit con-

trolling the night range is generally cali-

brated between 50° F. and 70° F. and the

plished by the use of Two-Temperature day range scale reads from 60° F. to 80° F.

the whole building or parts of it at a

lower temperature during the night

than in the day time. This can be accom-

Thermostats. like the standard room thermostat. t-

A Two-Temperature Thermostat consists ing stops, detents, special cover screws,

essentially of two complete standard room and concealed internal adjustments can be

thermostat units in one case, having a supplied for these units as for the regular

separate setting scale and range for each room thermostats. In addition, if it is

of the two units. A switch inside the case, desirable, a system of signal lights can be

actuated by magnets or bya manual lever installed to indicate the range on which

protruding from the thermostats are operating Two-

the case, deter- Temperature Thermostats use the regular

mines which of 25-volt, 60-cycle, alternating current for

the two thcrmo- actuating the magnets so that no special

stat units shall type of wiring or power is required.

govern the valves

in the room.

A manual
switch, or a pro-

DUPLEX
THERMOSTATS

This type of instrument consists of two

m switch if complete Room Thermostat elements

Two-Temperature Thermostat

gra

there are a large

number of rooms

in the building,

is located in

some strategic

place such as the

engineer s office

and by means of this all of the thermostats

in the building can be put onto the day or

night range as desired. This central control

shifts the various thermostats bv means of

the magnet-operated switch inside the case.

In addition, on each thermostat there is a

means bv which the unit can be put onto

mounted side by side in

a single case. The arrange-

ment is similar to the two-

temperature type except

that there is no magnetic

and manual switching
means within the case to

throw the control from

one unit to another. An
external switching means

for each thermostat is

required when the Du-

plex is used as a two-tem-

perature thermostat. The instrument may

Duplex Thermo-
stat. Two Standard
Units in One Case

ither day or night range by the occupant be used for various purposes requiring doublc-
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range or compound control and is made up

with ranges on the two units suited to the

requirements.

COMPOUND
THERMOSTATS

N school buildings it is sometimes desir-

able to arrange the temperature control

system so that unit heaters or unit

ventilators will keep the rooms, for ex-

ample, between 71° F. and

73° F. Then, when condi-

tions are such that the unit

ventilators are incapable of

keeping up this tempera-

ture, direct radiation is cut

in for adding heat when
the room temperature

drops below 71° F. For

such a purpose, where it is

desirable to control two

circuits from one instru-

ment a Compound Thermo-

stat is a useful device which

will give accurate control

on both circuits. Under

some circumstances, the Duplex Thermo-

stat described previously may be used,

though its purpose is generally more in the

nature of two-temperature control.

The Compound Thermostat consists of

two sets of flexibly mounted and adjustable

Compound Ther-
mostat. Cover
Broken Away to

Show Contact
Points

INSERTION AND
IMMERSION

THERMOSTATS
HE principal uses for Insertion Thermo-

stats are in such places as the air ducts of

an indirect heating system. Immersion

Thermostats are used in all kinds of pipes

and tanks. The two types are similar in

construction except that the protector tube

of the insertion type, which is generally

used in gases, is perforated, while the pro-

tector tube of the immersion type is solid.

Insertion ("Duct") Thermostat with 20° range. Immer-
sion Thermostat has solid protector tube.

The principle upon which these thermo-

contact points in place of the one set used stats operate is the same as that of the room

in the standard room thermostat. How- thermostats described previously except

ever, since both sets are on one tongue,

the difference between the governing tem-

peratures of the two sets of contacts can-

not exceed 4° F.

that the bimetallic loop, instead of being a

segment of a circle, is much longer and is

formed into a helix which is supported

inside the protector tube and solidly mount-
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ed at the end nearest the case and the in the relative humidity, it moves a tongue

operating rod attached to the other end of from one to the other of two fixed contact

the bimetallic helix extends through the points in the same

center of the instrument and to the outside manner as does the

of the duct, pipe or tank. A moulded case bimetallic loop in a

insulates the tongue and contact points standard room thermo-

stat. Thus the Hygro-

stat is of the three

wire, open contact

type and consequently

may be used to govern

motor-operated valves

or damper controllers

on humidifiers and

their auxiliary equip-

ment.

The scale on this

120 F°. range between 250° F. and 500° F. instrument reads be-

Thermometers are not provided on the

thermally and electrically.

These thermostats can be supplied in two

styles, the first having a range of 20° F.

between the high and low points on the

scale and the second having a range of

120 °F. The 20° range is shown on the ther-

mostat illustrated. These styles can be

supplied for a 20° F. or a 120° F. range

anywhere between 0° F. and 250° F. In

addition, a special high temperature model

is available which can be supplied with a

tween 30% and 70%
covers of these instruments, but the setting relative humidity, and

scales are accurately calibrated. the unit is calibrated at

Standard protector tubes are 5" long but

any lengths between 5" and 8" can be fur-

nished on special order. All protector

tubes are threaded at the case end with

standard V pipe thread.

Hygrostat
To Indicate and Con-
trol Relative Humidity

40%. It will actuate a

controlled mechanism

on a variation of less than 4% in relative-

humidity at the hygrostat.

In addition to controlling the relative

humidity in the room, the Barbcr-Colman

Hygrostat also indicates the existing rela-

tive humidity by means of a small pointer

at the top of the instrument, as shown in

the illustration. The latter is a valuable-

feature not found in many hygrostats.

As with other units of the Barber-Colman

tube of special wood so arranged as to Electric System of Temperature Control,

HYGROSTAT
HIS is an instrument for controlling

the relative humidit\ in a room by

governing the action of a humidifier.

The sensitive element of the Hygrostat is a

expose the maximum amount of end grain

to the surrounding atmosphere, thus ob-

the H\ grostat has a moulded phenolic resin

base and cover and its operating parts are

taining the greatest amount of expansion carefully designed, accurately assembled,

or contraction in the wood. As this piece

ot wood expands or contracts with changes

and rust-proofed in order to gi\ maximum
life and dependable service.
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MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES
ARBER-COLMAN Motor Operated pipe steam system to prevent water hammer.

Valves are available in three different

types, namely, Packless Valves,

Packed Valves and Line Valves. In all

types the motive power for these motor- relay to control other equip-

hen

There are also two cams on the camshaft

which control the auxiliary

contacts that may be used for a

driven valves is the same
—the Barber-Colman

Packless
Valve

shaded pole induction

motor which runs on low

voltage alternating cur-

rent. By means of a set of

reduction ^ears this motor

drives a camshaft on

which is mounted a cam

that imparts a positive

longitudinal motion to a

plunger sleeve. This sleeve, which is made

as part of the cam follower, fits over the

valve stem with a yielding connection in-

cluding a spring which exerts a definite pre-

determined pressure on the valve disk when

the valve is closed.

The camshaft also

carries a cam which op-

erates a switch to stop

the motor when the

valve is either fully

open or completely

closed. In this way,

power is consumed only

when the motor is actu-

ally doing the work of

opening or closing the

valves; if it were other-

wise, the cost of power

would become a serious

factor. Positive stopping at the end of

the stroke is essential on a gravity one-

Line
Valve

ment. For instance, w
more than one valve is con-

trolled from a thermostat, only

one of them is in operation at

a time, as the signal is passed

along from one to the next by

means of the auxiliary con-

tacts. In this way the electri-

cal load on the thermostat is never more

than the current for one motor-operator.

Packed
Valve

CONTACT POINTS

TONGUE

OUST PARTITION

MOULDED COVER

POWER CIRCUIT CONTACT

THERMOSTAT CONTACTS

B1METALLJC LOOP

SCALE POINTER

SETTING LEVER

AUXILIARY CONTACTS

CAMSHAFT

PLUNGER CAM

INDUCTION MOTOR

BONNET

THREE-CONDUCTOR WIRE

PLUNGER SLEEVE

PLUNGER SPRING

valve eoov

Thermostat and Valve with Covers
Cut Away to Show Parts
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PACKLESS VALVES

COVER

MOTOR UNIT

BONNET

LLOWS

BODY

HESE valves are generally used on

steam radiators in direct radiation heat-

ing systems. They are made with

nickel-plated brass bodies having polished

trimmings. The complete assembly, as

shown in the illustration,

consists of the body, the

bellows, the bonnet, the

motor unit, and the cover.

M bellows or expan-

sion members, make the

valves "packless." The bon-

net and motor unit are separ-

able so that the valves may
be installed without the

motor-operators and may be

Packless Valve
Globe
Pattern

Packless Valve
Angle
Pattern

manipulated with removable

handwheels when so in-

stalled. This construction

facilitates installations and

allows a heating system to

be tested before the complete

control apparatus is at-

tached. The danger of dam-

aging motors during the

construction of a building is

also obviated. After taking

Principal Parts of Packless Valve

off the temporary hand-

wheels, the motor units

and covers may be installed

and locked on the bonnets

and the necessary connec-

tions completed.

Neat appearing covers of

warp-proof moulded phenolic

resin fully enclose the motor

units. In certain types of in-

stallations a metal cover

may be more desirable than the moulded

one and these are available. An attachment

Packless Valve
Straightway

Pattern
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is available which will lock any of these steam or gas or water service with pressures

covers in position after they are in place higher than ten pounds per square inch,

on the motor unit. This is a

small spring-actuated catch

which prevents the cover

being removed unless a

special wrench is used to re-

lease the catch. Also, a

special metal cover embody-

ing a mercury switch is avail-

able for certain types of

work, generally with unit

heaters. The use of this special cover is

described on page 12.

These valves can be used

Packless Valve
R. H. Corner

Pattern
Packed Valve
Angle Pattern
Screwed Ends

gauge. The pressure capacity

of the Packed Valves for the

various sizes will be found in

the table below. These
valves have the same motor-

operators as the larger sizes of

packless valves

but the opera-

for the

packed valves

are geared so

that the stroke

tors

is slower and consequently

effectively on gas lines as more powerful. A different

Packless Valve
L. H. Corner

Pattern

well as steam, and in this

case a special disk is sup-

plied. Pack-

less valves

are design-

ed for pres-

sures not ex-

ceeding ten

pounds per

square inch, gauge.

Motors and motor-
operators are substan-

tially built and properly

designed to give satisfac-

tory service under the

varying temperature con-

ditions to which they are

subjected.

PACKED VALVES
ARBER-COLMAN Motor Operated

Packed Valves are in general the same

as the packless valves described above

except that they are designed for use on

Packless Valve
with Special Cover

Embodying
Mercury Switch.
Cut Away View

*1

Packed Valve
Angle Pattern
Radiator Ends

Packed Valve
Globe Pattern
Screwed Ends

type of bonnet

is used em-

bodying a

packing gland

of the conventional type.

Three patterns are available

in this valve as shown in

the illustration. Construc-

tion throughout is of the

best material in order to

insure long life and depend-

able service.

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
CAPACITIES OF PACKED VALVES

Static Pressure—125 lbs. per sq. in. gauge

Size

125

3/" 1"

65

IK" 1 1 "
1>2 2"

Steam
Tight

Water
Tight

75 45 30 10

125 90 75 55 35 15
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LINE VALVES
HESE valves are intended to be used

on steam and water mains and other

These valves are of the "packed" type,

having a regular stuffing box around the

plunger, and are designed

for a maximum static pres-

supply lines and are available in sizes sure Qf j^q j^ per SqUare

from 2" up to 8" in the four patterns shown inc^^ g^ugt, and for a dif-

in the illustrations. Two types of this ferential pressure in ac-

valve can be supplied, namely, Positive cordance with the table be-

Acting or Reversing. The former is identi- low The 5", 6", and 8"

cal in action and principle
sizes of rhese line valves

to the packed type valve

described previously. The

reversing type may be

Line Valve
Angle Paturn
.screwed I-.nds

stopped at any point in its

travel by the action of the

thermostat or caused to

move in the opposite

direction. Either of these

types of valves may be ac-

tuated from a manual
switch or other apparatus

in place of a thermostat.

The motor is mounted

in the small case at the

side of the large case above

the valve. This motor

case is (died with oil and

sealed so that the motor

runs always in a bath of

oil. The large case con-

tains some of the reduc-

tion gears and the cam-

shaft carrying the positive

cam which operates th<

valve plunger, with th<

powerful sprin 5 which

rt a definite pressure on

the valve seat after the

valve is closed.

Line Valve
Angle Pattern
Hanged Ends

are available only in the

balanced
'

' and '
* semi-

balanced
11

types, and in the

globe pattern only.

These valves have a cast

iron bod v. The valve seat

Line Valve
Globe Pattern
Screwed Ends

is bronze and the valve

disk of composition.

One illustration of the

use of line valves may be

found in the picture on

page 40, showing their in-

stallation on the coils of

a ventilating system.

They are also useful for

controlling central heat-

ing station steam, the

main risers of a /one con-

trol system and many
other purposes.

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
CAPACITIES OF LINE VALVES

Static Pressure—150 lbs. per sq. in. gauge.

Line Valve
Globe Pattern
Flanged Ends

Nominal Size 2" 2^"

20

30

YA"

15

4"

Tight

Throttling

Service

40 30 10

60 40 20 15

<
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DAMPER CONTROLLERS
HE Barber-Colman Damper Controller

is a unit which may be used on a great

many different types and sizes of damp-

ers as shown by the accompanying illustra-

tions. It is available in several models,

each of which have
special characteristics

that suit it for the work
to be performed. The

units are well designed,

strongly built, thorough-

ly tested and guaranteed

for satisfactory opera-

tion.

The Barber-Colman

Damper Controller con-

sists essentially of the same low voltage

shading ring induction motor used in other

units of the Barber-Colman Electric System which relieves the thermostat of the neces-

of Temperature Control. This motor is sity of breaking the operating current. The

Damper
Controller

Single Damper Controller Connected by
Linkage to Multi-Louvred Damper

mounted in a die-cast metal case and reversing type of controller has its two sets

drives, by means of a set of reduction gears, of shading coils connected in series with

a shaft which protrudes from the case. The the thermostat contact points and with

case is filled with a light oil and sealed at limit switches on the camshaft of the

all points so that all moving parts run in a operator.

bath of oil, thus insuring long life and

quiet, dependable operation.

In this unit, the

same as in the valve

motor-operator,

there is a camshaft

driven by the motor

which opens and

closes various con-

tacts as the shaft is Damper Controller Direct

~^, ^1 ~J TU^ *^„ Connected to Damper
revolved, lnepos- K

itive type has a running circuit contact

There are also several auxiliary contacts

in the Damper Controller which may be

used as switches for the control of other

units of the equipment. For instance, in

Blast Systems, as shown on page 19, it will

be noticed that the position of the by-pass

damper preceding the fan controls th

action of the line valve on the steam coils

above it. This operation is performed by

these auxiliary contacts.

Damper Controllers are available in two
sizes, Type aYCg and Type eYCc. The
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Type aYCg Damper Controller is supplied troller to move the damper to a definite

in either the Positive or Reversing type and point and hold it there until governed

is generally used in unit ventilators and otherwise by a change of the switch.

other locations where space is limited The Positive type of these Damper Con-

trollers uses the regular shading ring induc-

tion motor and is so arranged that the shaft

will be turned through a fixed angle, gener-

ally 180°, this being determined when the

Damper Controller Connected by Linkage
to Single Leaf Damper

and the performance required does not ex-

ceed the lower capacity of this smaller unit.

The Type eYCc size is available in Positive

or Reversing and other special types and is

the one most generally used in all applica-

tions of damper controlling equipment.

Two Damper Controllers Connected by Linkage
to Multi-Louvred Intake Damper

controller is assembled. The Positive Con-

troller turns its shaft in one direction onl\

and will go through part of a revolution

when one controlling switch is closed

completing the revolution when the other

controlling switch is closed.

The Reversing Damper Controller, on the

other hand, uses a shading coil induction

Tlu special types mentioned include Con- motor in which the flow of current through

Damper < ontroller Direct ( onnected to
me Leaf of Linkage (.onnc-c d Three Leaf

D.imper

trailers made to be go^ rncd by manual

pi ition switches which will cause the con-

the shading coils may be changed by the

thermostat or other means, thus reversing
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the direction of rotation of the motor ers. They may be mounted in any position

Cam operated switches limit the rotation of and are capable of being used in any type

the shaft as desired, this usually being 90°

or 180°. By reason of the reversing con-

struction, the direction of the rotation of

the shaft may be reversed at any position

between these two limiting positions, or it

may be stopped completely, as determined

by the thermostat or other switch.

Speed variation in the various types of

Damper Controllers is accomplished by one

of two means. In the Fixed Speed model a

fixed governor is built into the unit. The
speed of rotation is fixed when the unit is

Damper Controller Linkage Connected
to Three Leaf Damper

built and cannot be changed. The Adjust-

able Speed model has a governor built into

it which is adjustable from the outside of

the case and will give a speed range of ten

to one.

As can be seen from the accompanying

illustrations of installations, these damper

controllers can be used for a wide variety of

work on both single or multi-louvred damp-

of heating or ventilating system which re-

quires the control of dampers.

Damper Controller Direct Connected to

Mixing Damper

The Type eYCc Damper Controller, being

the larger of the two sizes of this unit, will

handle louvre-type dampers up to approxi-

mately 50 sq. ft. in area. The Type aYCg,

which is smaller and has a lower torque

rating, will take care of dampers up to

approximately 15 sq. ft. in area.

All necessary accessories are available for

use with this equipment. These include

lever arms, coupling fittings, mounting

brackets, and multi-position switches. The

use of most of these pieces is shown in the

accompanying illustrations.

Damper Controller Direct Connected
to Single Leaf Damper
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BARBER C O L M A N ELECTRI CAL APPARATUS

M O T O R S

Barber-Colman Shading Ring
Induction Motor

HE principal thing which prevented

the successful development of an elec-

tric system of temperature control pre-

vious to the advent of the Barber-Colman

system, was the lack of a suitable motor.

The motor developed by Barber-Colman

Company for use in this system has all the

necessary requirements—small size, ample

power, quiet operation, dependability, ad-

vantageous current characteristics, reason-

ably good efficiency, and low manufactur-

ing cost.

The principal feature of the Barber-Col-

man Motor is the fact that it is a shading-

ring induction motor with squirrel-cage

rotor, thus eliminating the necessity for

brushes, commutators or slip rings, and

producing a unit consisting of only two
principal parts. These parts are, first, the

Stator, which is a riveted unit and includes

the coil, the field laminations, the shading

rings and the shaft bearing supports; sec-

ond, the Rotor, which consists of the arma-

ture laminations solidly mounted on the

motor shaft. The assembly is extremely

simple and rugged throughout and the parts

are accurately made and carefully put to-

gether to insure long life and dependable

operation.

Holes through the field laminations may
be provided for mounting or the motor may
be mounted in trunnions on the shaft bear-

ing cases. The shaft is hardened and ground

to close limits and pressed through the as-

sembled rotor, the surface of which is then

ground to proper size and true with the

shaft.

Barber-Colman Motors are made up and

supplied as separate units for use in other

types of mechanisms than the Temperature

Control System described in this bulletin.

Quantity production methods and high

quality standards make it possible for

Barber-Colman Company to offer this small

and very useful fractional horsepower motor

at low cost.

This motor may be built and wound for

different voltages and different frequencies

within a range of 10 to 220 volts and 25 to

60 cycles. It can be used only on alternat-

ing current.

The Engineering Department will advise

any inquirer concerning making up these

motors in either standard or special wind-

ings.
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An office and meet-
ing room. The
meeting room is

divided by a fold-

ing partition. A
thermostat is lo-

cated in each half

of the room. Part
of a suite installa-

tion. Western So-
ciety of Engineers,

Chicago, 111.

Rockford Hospital, Rockford,
Illinois, Installation made after

completion of building. Solid

walls necessitated carrying wire

in tubing on surface.

An industrial in-

stallation on a unit

heater in a print-

ing plant for con-
trol of press room
temperature. Wil-
son-Hall Printing
Co., Rockford, 111.

Control of direct radiation in an office. Thermostat on

wall not shown. Building uses central heating plant

steam. Wilson-Hall Printing Company, Rockford, III.

Rockford National Bank Building, Rockford, Illinois.

Control is on direct radiation in banking room (where
radiation is concealed) and in offices throughout building.

An office installation with direct radiation

concealed under windows. Thermostats on
wall and posts for sections of office. Otis

Elevator Company, Chicago, Illinois.
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Valencia Court Apartments, Rockford, Illinois.

Individual room control of direct radiation
throughout four buildings.

A residence in Rockford, III., having individual room
control of direct radiation with relay control of oil burner

Kathryn Apartments, Rockford, Illi-

nois. Individual room control of

direct radiation throughout.
Highland Court and Highland Manor Apartments,
Rockford, Illinois. Individual room control of

direct radiation throughout.

Clarence Apartments, Berwyn, Illinois. Indi-

vidual room control of direct radiation
throughout.

A residence in Rockford, Illinois having individual con
trol of direct radiation with relay control of oil burner
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Ventilating system
at Otis Elevator

Company, Chicago.

A

Atwood Vacuum
Machine Company,
Rockford, III.

Packless valves on
supply lines to ceil-

ing steam coils.

Ventilating system at Otis Elevator Com-
pany, Chicago, Illinois. Tempered air

duct with line valves on steam coils.

By-pass damper controller visible

between pipes at bottom of duct.

am

it M

f*»> V

r
1

->

Abo^ . an in-

dustrial appli-
.1 1 i o n in the

shop of Green-
lee Bros. & Co.,
Rockford, 111.,

with packless
\ lives on feed-

ers to wall and
1 1 n ^ steam
coils.

.

•

4

I

Above, a unit venti-
lator in a drafting
room with control of
fan only by a thermo-
stat on opposite wall.
Greenlee Bros. 8c

Company, Rockford,
III.

Left, a unit heater in

the D. J. Stewart 8c

Company Parking
Garage, Rockford,
111. A thermostat on a

post out in the center
of the floor controls
the heater by means

of a relay.
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Rockford Hospital, Rockford, 111. Individual room control

in all but old section. View in one room shown on page 38.

Central Illinois Public Service Building, Spring-
field, III. Individual room control throughout,
with two-temperature thermostats. Ventilating

system in basements and first floor also con-

trolled. Architect: Law, Law & Potter, Madison,
Wis. Heating Contractor: P. H. Meyer Co.,

Louisville, Ky.

Downtown store
building with
control of direct

radiation through-

out. Rockford.
111.

D. J. Stewart & Co. Parking Garage, Rockford,

III. Automatic relay control of unit heaters.

See interior view on page 40.

Highland Park Library, Highland Park, Illinois. A modern library building with

control of all unit ventilators. Architect: Holmes and Flynn, 8 So. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111, Heating Contractor: Murphy & Schwall, Highland Park, 111.
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Room Thermostats

Standard COMPOUND

THERMOMETER
EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENT
T

© O 53
/5

T

^S4_

N -

-b @ 5%

?—£»&—
I* 1'%^

i ^ ^

2/s'— h-i%H

IN
THERMOMETER
RNAL ADJUSTMENT

fr

© x©

>1

£

s%

2'/e- -J h l%H H%3*—

I

"NO
INTERNAL ADJUSTMENT

© © 5Ya

^—

^

T

^

@ @ a

2-/8 k/'s/i^
;l

Z'/a—

TVo Temperature
THERMO STAT

f &

Thermostat
Plate

T

Jvfi

1

© f~\©
5%"

C ''r
i

-

T>

-u

«SI

T

©

,

6"/>.

i

iz

\-m\

Z¥a'-A V*

CONDULET Duplex Thermostat

Insertion Thermostat

2*/:—

© ©

r%4-

•55/a-

3%
-H

OOOOOOi^z
_L_

]

Duct thermostat
Flange

Immersion Thermostat
DIMENSIONS OF UNITS

room thermostats
two-temperature thermostat

duplex thermostat
insertion and immersion

thermostats
thermostat plate condllet

duct thermostat flange

zY
©

'

-l£

5

64 ^

]

_

i*^\
\

x— ——4

Va~ pipe thread

~ 3%-

-5V&
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Power Boxes

k

B

Box Styles A E> C
CHVA HOV0LT5

6»/g 10/2 4
.ocvA HOVOLTS

6Me 12/2 4
|C=,n\7A MOVOLT5
1OU vj±220VOLT5 6/2 IO'/2 5/e
9CAVA UOVOLT5
*£bUVA220 VoltS lO'/z l2'/£ 5'/e

Two Temperature Thermostat
Switch

Program

a.

l3 2/32-

Angle Thermometers

to -

4o--

»*-. fl'vit

RELAYS
L

I

%s
^

G/i—
Normally" Open 3 Pole
Magnetic Switch for <•

25Volt 60 Cycle Circuits

/?= n
6'/e

3'

4% 3 3/£ -*

TVTODELLS
UpandDown Single Pole
25Volt 60Cycle Relay
UpandDown Single Pole

115Volt 60 Cycle Relay
Up and Down SinglePole

250Volt 60Cycle Relay
Normally OpenDoublePole
25 Volt 60Cycle Relay
NormallyOpenSingle Pole
25Vdlt 60 Cycle Relay
NormallvOpenDoublePole

25Volt 60 Cycle
ThreeWireControlRelay

DIMENSIONS OF UNITS
POWER BOXES

RELAYS
PROGRAM SWITCH

ANGLE THERMOMETERS
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Packed V<xlve

i*
BDlAr

ANGLE
UNION

4% 4 5%z Z 7/e !4% 2 7
/e

Packless \alve

BDia

Packless V\lve
With

Mercury Tube

I

7Va"

1

A'/: Dia.

DIMENSIONS (motor)
Nom.SizeOF\SVLVB A

/2
34

4^fe

43
/e

B
3%

C D E
33/e

1%
'/lb

1/8 3
fl/4 2^8

F Gm Ve
l*/a %

DIMENSIONS

Vz

Va

I

IJ4

1/2

4%
4 7/s

4
4

47
/a

4?&

A 7/e

2 4 7/a

4
4

l

5/e

/
16

1%
2

4 12^8

412%

/5TANDARD\
I MOTOR /

I '/a

1/4

'/Z

l

5/e

I ^e

3
2%

P/fl %
1%

3 178

3'/2

Z>Va

4 3/a

2Xe
2%16
2%

%
I

1/6

1/4

1/2

Packless Globe 'VJxlve (Screwed Ends)

DIMENSIONS OF UNITS
PACKLESS VALVES

PACKLESS VALVES WITH MERCURY
SWITCH

PACKED VALVES

Nom. Size of VolLVE
In Inches A|B C FIH

Wa 47/8 4 3/6 2tfe|4/a

Vh 4V8 4 &b\ZsAi\4&6

1

I
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Steam Line Valve

o

ACROSS
FLAT.5

IrLZD

hB DiaH

NomSize ofValvei a m
In Inches -r^ 1—

'

2
Z'/z

3

y/z
A

13/4 5%
13/s

13/2

12%
I2'fr

6/8

67
/e

7Vz

c
6
7

7/2

D
4%
5

E
4/6

46/6

F
3
3/e

G
3
4/4

6/4

3

8/2

9
6/2

AVa

bV«

H
G

I

6/2

7/8

3/2

4V&
4'/e

4/2
7/a 5 '/z 43

/fl 5!^

fl'/fc

8
d'/2

9'/8 10 '/8

10% IOVa

Steam Line Valve

Nom.5izeof "Valve
Tn Inches A D c D
a 5/4 5/2 /2Jfc 10

6 6V^ 6'/z |I3*& 11

Fittings for Mounting
Tubing

Vvall P lates

.

/>+

Tubing Bushing

4&> ^v

Tubing Clamp

Flush Plates

|/6

P/c

-f

-i
1^

*

4'/2

_:

H4

s

«
O

2 3/4- h/8

,

4'/2

,

£94"—I Ka* r

HYGFOSTAT

/

7%'

HV5t-

DIMENSIONS OF UNITS
STEAM LINE VALVES

FITTINGS FOR MOUNTING BRASS
TUBING

HYGROSTAT
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-Small Damper Controller Large Damper Controller

i-l'/a'-l'/a*
~

Bracket for Small
Damper Controller

— €>'/B

I n
i

2/4"—
-t

Bracket for Large
Damper Controller

z&e 7&"

\

aflri

:•

i

L 3
II

Lever
Damper Controller

B

A H

» ~

1 /

L

) (

VzY C

A B c D
SHORT 3% 1

'/6 \

5/&

MEDIUM 4W l'/e Z%i

LONG 6 3/6 |
l'/8

4"

Damper Controller
Coupling

/S

Damper Controller
Coupling Disc

"1

15*

L

II

VWzA -J4-

Five Point Switches

DIMENSIONS OF UNITS
DAMPER CONTROLLERS

BRACKETS
LEVERS

COUPLING
FIVE POINT SWITCHES

V- -zyA
-—

1

L_ 2/eH
f-

—

zVz—A \~-\ z%z~
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